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Jalpa H. Vithalani
Wellness & Life Progress with Reconnective Healing

Jalpa H Vithalani is a Reconnective Healing Foundational Practitioner. She is the Creative Head
& Director of Cosmic Heart Gallery in Mumbai. She is also the Founder & Director of Global
Agritech (I) Pvt Ltd. & the Vice President of Western India Floriculture Association. She is also the
President of BPW South Mumbai (under establishment).
Global Agritech which is one of the pioneers in rose cultivation in India. They represent one of
the world renowned Dutch breeders Schreurs. Global Agritech provides quality employment,
especially for women with 75 women from the neighbouring villages working at the farm
(www.globalagritech.com). Organic vegetables are also grown at the farm.
Cosmic Heart Gallery is an art space with a difference offering an exquisite collection of art that
will touch your soul. The gallery has successfully hosted over 80 meaningful events in a short span
of four years. Each event & exhibition is curated with a strong underlying message, since the
gallery is on the evolutionary path to touch people’s lives via the medium of art in different
forms (www.cosmicheartgallery.info). There is a world without borders & an unspoken language,
when we express through medium of art. Cosmic Heart Gallery has partnered with several
organizations on the exchange and culture; which is the foundation of peaceful co-existence.
Reconnective Healing is a gateway to accelerated Life Progress (www.thereconnection.com).
There are only a handful of people practicing this in India and Jalpa has been instrumental in
spreading the awareness of this work. She is passionate about these frequencies and experiences
a zero point each time during the sessions. Jalpa has conducted over 3000 Reconnective Healings
for people across the globe.
Reconnective Healing is about coming into wholeness and balance. This is one the most dynamic
areas of energy healthcare; which is backed by twelve international studies in Science.
Reconnective Healing is life progress and takes you to the next step of your evolution. Hence it is
like getting a human upgrade. This healing is supported by the latest theories of quantum physics.
People experience shifts at a mental, emotional, physical, spiritual & financial level and much
more. It is like getting a human upgrade.
There will be a presentation and sharing, followed by live demos to make each participant
experience the frequencies. You will have the opportunity to learn more and get activated during
this session. Truly a magical experience to witness and become part of this new bandwidth of
frequencies. http://www.cosmicheartgallery.info/reconnectivehealing.html\
Watch this film which was shown on Reconnection Healing Global Awareness Day worldwide in 50
countries. My journey with Reconnective Healing –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkfRP2jlVps

